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Karmic astrology postulates that we are eternal spiritual beings whose past-life patterns can be

identified in our birthcharts along with the purpose of our new incarnation. Drawing on famous case

histories, Hall supports this theory and deepens our own spiritual perceptions by linking them to a

pattern laid down in the past.
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Judy hall is not only an excellent astrologer but a deeply in tune metaphysician, with vast

experience in past lives and other occult matters. As in her also excellent book "The Hades Moon" ,

where she explores with the depth that only a Plutonian can, the deep nuances of Moon-Pluto

aspects, In "The karmic Journey" Judy Hall also manages to produce a profound and precise

astrological text enriched by the depth of her esoteric knowledge and intuition.There is little valuable

material out there connecting astrology and karma. Much of what is written are general statement

about the nodes and little more. I loved this books because written by an extremy psychic woman

with an intellect to match.Judy presents a variety of case studies of people of who's karmic history

she knows though her work with past lives and draws out commonalities and themes from their

charts. She also used astrological data and material from famous people, such as the Kennedys,

Marilin Monroe, Lenin, and Martin Luther King. Lots of gripping information about the Nodes, Saturn

aspects, Karmic houses, the twelth house as well as more rare observations about the role of the



Ascendant, the Moon and Sun aspects, Chiron and aspect patterns in general as indicator of past

life karma and the intentions of the Soul at incarnation. The book ends with some really interesting

reading about family karma ( parent/child, siblin/sibling) as well as an excellent section on

synastry.If you are of a metaphysical bent and are looking for a book that can give you some

valuable astrology to illuminate the depper aspects of the Soul and its journey through incarnations

from someone that really knows the territory, this book is for you. You will enjoy every minute of this

precious text.

Very good book! Frequently the authors of books on astrology tend to do pretty much basic stuff by

the houses & signs, but what I liked about this book was the author's obvious depth of knowledge of

her subject and her explanations of the connections to potential karmic links as well as actual

connections to charts that illustrated these details. Thanks!
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